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NCTech iSTAR 360 camera to provide rapid HDR imaging
for pointcloud colourisation within PointCab

The iSTAR 360 degree camera provides rapid,
automatic HDR (High Dynamic Range) 360
imaging and can be used as a standalone
device or for colourisation of point clouds
created by spherical terrestrial scanners within
PointCab software to improve the point cloud
quality and therefore, documentation output
gained from PointCab (floorplans, sections,
sketches…). A project was undertaken to scan

and image Morningside church using LeicaP40
and iSTAR, to show their combined capabilities
and colourisation workflow using NCTech
ColourCloud fully integrated within PointCab
software. The results of the project showed that
iSTAR provides the ability to efficiently capture
HDR colour and accurately combine this with
the scan data for significantly improved 3D
visualisation within PointCab.
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The aim if this report is to show the workflow used to achieve
high quality coloured pointclouds using NCTech iSTAR imaging and
ColourCloud fully integrated within PointCab, and its advantages.
01. Software installation.
02. Fieldwork.
03. Office-work.
04. Results.
05. Conclusion.
06. Acknowledgements.

03. Office works
The whole workflow was carried out using PointCab with NCTech
ColourCloud fully integrated.
03.01. OPEN POINT CLOUDS DATA WITHIN POINTCAB.
Point cloud data opening requires the user to create a new project by
clicking on “New” icon or going to File>New and “Create new PointCab
project” window will appear.

01. Software installation
Installing PointCab:
http://www.pointcab-software.com/en/downloads/

02. Fieldwork
Working with the NCTech iSTAR 360 camera is the easiest, most
accurate and time efficient method of colouring point clouds.
02.01. PLANNING SCAN STATIONS no change is required to the
standard process for scanning with or without colour.
02.02. CAPTURING POINT CLOUDS, select the laser scanner resolution
most suitable for the job, as in normal use. NCTech solutions work
properly irrespective of scan resolution. The higher the resolution
and accuracy of point cloud the better the quality visualization will be
achieved.

Img. 03.01. Create a new project within PointCab interface.
Select the option “Terrestial scanning project” and press “Open scan
data” to select the point clouds to import: Leica (*.ptx, *.ptg), FARO
(*.fws, *.lsproj, *.fls), Z+F (*.zfs, *.zfprj), Riegl (*.rsp), E57 (*.e57)…
Finally, save the project within PointCab format (*.pcp) and import will
start.
In case point clouds were not added during project creation process,
or more point clouds are needed, the user can add them directly by
going to “Advance importer” within the top bar tools.
03.02. REGISTRATION.
Imported point clouds can be pre-registered or unregistered: the user
will be asked before proceeding to import.

Img. 02.01 and Img. 02.02. Leica P40 laser scanner and iSTAR station.
02.03. CAPTURE iSTAR IMAGES by replacing the laser scanner with
the iSTAR¹camera in each scan station, and capture 360 images in
full colour. NCTech supply adaptor rods with a Tribrach quick release
repeatable connector to quickly and accurately locate iSTAR at the
same central capture position as the scanner.
iSTAR has different HDR modes enabling single exposure, five
exposure and nine exposure 360 images to be created. Five exposure
HDR imaging was used here and additional capture time was
approximately 75s per scan position.
iSTAR’s on camera interface is designed to be like a regular automatic
digital camera. Knowledge of photographic techniques is not required
with iSTAR automatically calculating the most suitable exposure value
taking into account the entire 360 scene. Station capturing times were
5 minutes corresponding to scan capture plus 75 seconds for iSTAR,
however, iSTAR can be moved after the capture phase competes
which is typically 15-20 seconds.

Img. 03.02. Pop-up window within PointCab to indicate if the scans are
already registered or not.
In case point clouds were directly imported with no previous
registration, PointCab provides target-based registration which is
manufacturer independent, target-less registration is also possible
by selecting naturally corresponding points plus a detailed PDF
registration report. A coordinates file can also be added.
For further information about registration processes with PointCab
visit: http://www.pointcab-software.com/en/modules/registration/

¹NCTech recommend using its adaptor poles to accurately locate the camera to the correct
position, different adaptors are used for other laser scanning systems (Leica, Faro, Topcon,
Trimble etc.) .
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Img. 03.05. Colourisation job process in “Job editor” and “Job list”
within PointCab interface. Note iSTAR data preview appears at “Job
editor”.

Img. 03.03. Point cloud registration module within PointCab.

Once colourisation process has finished, the corresponding preview
of each scan in the “Advanced importer” appears with colour, also the
panorama view or planar view used within registration tool.

03.03. POINT CLOUD COLOURISATION WITHIN POINTCAB.
In order to colourise point clouds taking advantage of NCTech
ColourCloud technology within PointCab: Open “Advanced Importer”,
right mouse click plus “colorize scan” to select the corresponding
iSTAR raw data file (*.nctri). You can select/link each scan station and
then, press “Start import” in order to import all iSTAR data at once.

Img. 03.06. Colourisation job process in progress in “Job list” within
PointCab interface.

Img. 03.04. iSTAR image selection corresponding to selected scan
position within Advanced Importer.
When import task finishes, colourisation jobs corresponding to each
scan station will appear in the “Job list” window. By selecting one by
one, users can change the image linked to each scan and/or check
the corresponding preview at “Job editor” window. Then process one
or multiple jobs to colourise only selected point clouds or “process all
jobs” in order to launch batch colourisation.
After colourisation is performed, colourisation can easily be edited
or overwritten by selecting the corresponding job at “Job list”, right
mouse button and “Edit”. Therefore, colourisation data could be previsualized and swap at “Job editor”.

Img. 03.07. Point clouds previews within “Advanced Importer”. Note
some scans have already been colourised.
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Img. 03.10. PointCab Layout/Section colour settings.
Img. 03.08. Point cloud colourised with NCTech ColourCloud within
PointCab.
03.04. POINT CLOUD COLOUR VISUALISATION SETTINGS.
As default, colourisation visualisation appears deactivated or in grey
mode within PointCab. In order to change this, either change the
project settings at File>Settings within Layouts/Section tab: Color (It
will affect all project and apply all new projects onwards) or edit the
corresponding views at “Job List” and edit it at “Job editor” within
“processing” section: Color (It will affect only the edited view). Thus,
Color set at 0% means point cloud will look as grey whereas if it is set
at 100% the point cloud will appear full colour.

Img. 03.11. Colour visualisation within PointCab interface.

04. Results
Coloured point clouds are obtained following the described workflow.
22 Leica P40 and iSTAR stations were captured to obtain a merged
coloured point cloud of the Morningside church.

Img. 03.09. PointCab project colour settings.

Results show the improved quality point clouds that can be obtained
by combining LeicaP40 laser scanner with HDR iSTAR images
for colourisation within PointCab. Apart from point cloud colour
visualisation, PointCab offers several output data possibilities:

Img. 03.12. PointCab WebExport results: Panoramas obtained from point cloud corresponding to scan stations plus coloured point cloud.
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Panorama Module: additional panorama views different from the
ones corresponding to each scan position can be created. Resolution
and covered degrees can be adjusted.
Merger: content to compose plans from various views (layout/
section). Information is scaled and within a coordinate file. It can be
generated within several images and CAD formats.
WebExport: allow to share the project within *.html. Panoramas and
selected view (layout/section) are exported to WebExport project to
be display within an interactive and immersive environment.

05. Conclusion
Coloured point clouds can be obtained by using iSTAR for image
capture within laser scanner for improved visualisation and time
saving with NCTech ColourCloud integrated within PointCab following
method as described for the following advantages:
Only one iSTAR shot is needed to colour the entire scene at each scan
position instead of multiple shots and images per scan. This means
less time on site and also eliminates patchy colourisation experienced
where individual images are optimised for their omnidirectional view,
then combined.

High performance output in difficult lighting conditions. iSTAR can
provide high visual quality images in a wide range of lightning
environments thanks to automatic HDR settings and EV range of 27
f-stops.
Time consuming fieldwork is reduced. iSTAR can provide high visual
quality images (HDR ON: 5 exposures, HDR PRO: 9 exposures) in
significantly less time than typical laser scanner internal cameras
(HDR images with 3 exposures). Taking an image in HDR with iSTAR
typically takes from 5s – 20s for the capture phase. Total time,
including writing data (during which time camera can be moved)
ranges from 1.50’ to 4.50’ depending on lightning conditions, but 2.00’
on average in normal light conditions.
Time consumed for office work is reduced. Raw data from iSTAR is
used directly for colourisation proposes so the need to pre-process
data with 3rd party software is eliminated. After capture data is ready
for the automated colourisation step with no time lost.
Quality of coloured point clouds is improved. iSTAR data produces
better results compared to typical laser scanner internal cameras it
is the ideal accessory for laser scanners without an internal camera.
Furthermore, the general quality of point cloud in terms of definition
is improved since the “interpolate and fill occluded areas” option
within NCTech ColourCloud is automatically applied when colourisation
is processed in PointCab.

Knowledge of photography techniques is not needed since iSTAR
analyses the whole scene and work out the most suitable camera
settings for the full 360 view.
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Automatic overlay of iSTAR images to point clouds, avoiding the
need to manually define common points, eliminating user error and
enabling batch processing for efficient operation.

For further information about iSTAR or NCTech software visit
www.nctechimaging.com or contact us sales@nctechimaging.com
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